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MEDIA BACKGROUNDER 

 
Update: March 5th, 2019 

 
Results of the Technology Leadership Program Pilot: Precision Health, Data Commons and 
Digital Twins streams.  

Today, Canada's Digital Technology Supercluster announced its first cohort of supercluster projects.  The 

projects total $40 million of investment over three years; and is comprised of $15 million of co-investment 

from the Supercluster that has leveraged over $25 million from industry, research and academic partners. 

The seven projects are focused on advancing Canada’s development and application of digital 

technologies to solve some of the most pressing challenges in the natural resources, healthcare, and 

industrial sectors. The projects will increase Canada’s competitiveness, improve healthcare and 

accelerate economic growth. These projects can strengthen the early detection and treatment of skin 

cancers, improve the prediction of manufacturing failures and analyze the economic and environmental 

impacts of resource projects.  

These projects include:  

● Learning Factory Digital Twin. A proof-of-concept to apply digital twinning to the manufacturing 

process of aerospace components. 

● Predictive Analytics for Manufacturing Processes.  The application of quantum computing to 

predict faults in the manufacturing process of advanced materials. 

● Forest Machine Connectivity. The collection and analysis of data using the Industrial Internet of 

Things technology to improve efficiency in the timber harvesting supply chain.  

● Earth Data Store.  A platform to aggregate and analyze geospatial and earth observation data. 

● Tailored Health – Pharmacogenetics.  An integrated approach to prescribing medication based 

on a patient’s genetics.   

● Dermatology Point-of-Care Intelligent Network. AI-powered medical imaging network to 

connect all points of care for patients who may be dealing with skin cancer. 

● Secure Health & Genomics Data Platform.  An initial proof of concept to aggregate and integrate 

health and genomic data towards a pan-Canadian digital health platform through a world-class 

public trust model.  

 
Fast Facts 

Economic Opportunities 
 

Canada’s Digital Technology Supercluster will positively impact the Canadian economy from coast to 

coast. Over a ten-year period, we anticipate that our efforts will: 
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● Position Canada as a global leader in digital innovation;  

● Grow Canada’s global competitiveness using advanced digital solutions across key economic 

sectors; 

● Prepare Canada’s future diverse, skilled and digital ready workforce; and, 

● Generate more than $5 billion to Canada’s GDP and create 13,500 new middle-class 

jobs for Canadians. 

 
Canada-wide, Global Impact 
 
The Digital Technology Supercluster is an industry-led consortium and will leverage BC’s global 

leadership and position Canada as a global hub for digital technology innovation, generating new jobs, 

growing GDP and increasing Canada’s global competitiveness through the application of data analytics, 

quantum computing, and virtual, mixed/augmented reality. The Supercluster will invest in solutions to 

enhance industry productivity, sustainability and competitiveness to improve health outcomes for 

Canadians, enhance efficiencies in BC’s natural resource sector and secure new markets for industrial 

manufacturing.  It will also invest in the development of a diverse and skilled digital-ready workforce.  

 
The Digital Technology Supercluster is one of five Superclusters established in 2018 and was awarded 

$153M in funding from the Ministry of Innovation, Science and Economic Development with initial 

commitments of over $200M from industry, research and post-secondary partners.    

The Supercluster is comprised of broad spectrum of organizations across different sectors and size 

including startups, SMEs, large companies and post-secondary institutions.  The investment commitments 

among the members is comprised of approximately 35% from SMEs, 55% from large companies and 10% 

from post-secondary institutions.  There are more than 500 participating organizations in the Supercluster 

which include startups, SMEs, colleges, research organizations and not-for-profits.  

 
Members of Canada’s Digital Technology Supercluster 
 

● Avcorp Industries 

• AMPD Holdings  

• Boeing Vancouver 

• Careteam Technologies 

• Canfor 

• Change Healthcare 

• Convergent Manufacturing Technologies 

• Deloitte Canada 

• DNAstack 

• D-Wave  

• Finger Food Studios 

• GE Digital 

• Genome British Columbia 
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• Hatch 

• Joule 

• Llamazoo Interactive 

• LifeLabs 

• MDA Systems 

• Microsoft 

• MetaOptima Technology 

• Molecular You 

• Providence Health Care  

• Post-Secondary Education Network: BC Institute of Technology, Emily Carr University of Art + 

Design, Simon Fraser University, University of Northern BC, University of Victoria 

• Teck Resources Ltd 

• TELUS 

• Terramera 

• TimberWest Forest 

• University of British Columbia  

• UrtheCast 

 
About Digital Technology Supercluster  

 

Canada’s Digital Technology Supercluster is an industry-led innovation consortium centered in 

Vancouver, British Columbia. The Supercluster aims to position Canada as a global leader in digital 

technologies by bringing together small, medium-sized and large companies, post-secondary institutions, 

research organizations and not-for-profits. The Supercluster co-invests in ambitious technology 

development projects and new solutions to improve the sustainability and competitiveness of natural 

resources, healthcare and industrial sectors and energize the economy. Canada’s Digital Technology 

Supercluster manages the investments provided by the Government of Canada and the public and 

private organizations which constitute its membership. www.digitalsupercluster.ca.  

 
.  

Media Enquiries  

 

Interview opportunities with Sue Paish, CEO, Canada’s Digital Technology Supercluster, are available 

upon request. 

 

Kathleen Reid  

kreid@switchboardpr.com  

604-724-1242  

http://www.digitalsupercluster.ca/
mailto:kreid@switcbhoardpr.com
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